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Dr. Don Flaten, Dept. of Soil Science, 307 Ellis Building, Phone (204) 474-6257
E-mail: Don.Flaten@UManitoba.CA
Course Objectives
The technical content for the course will be aimed at the graduate level, assuming that students are
already well-grounded in nitrogen fertility at the undergraduate level. After completing this course,
students will have an advanced level of knowledge in a representative number of topic areas in nitrogen
fertility (see topic schedule on separate document). The main focus of the course will be on the
behaviour of nitrogen in soil; that knowledge will be applied to the determination of nitrogen requirements
and management for crop production, agricultural sustainability and environmental protection. In addition
to acquiring technical knowledge, students will also further develop their critical thinking skills (e.g., by
evaluating and discussing assigned readings from book chapters and scientific journals) and their
communication skills (e.g., by writing several short summary papers and at least one major review paper
and by orally presenting their review paper for discussion).
Format for the Course
Students will learn through reading, writing, presenting and discussing the course material. Given the
substantial emphasis on literature readings and discussion, all students are expected to prepare
themselves well for each topic and to contribute informed opinion to each discussion session. The class
will meet twice per week for a total of 24-28 sessions, including the undergraduate level review sessions
at the beginning of the course. Each session will be approximately 1.5 hours in length and most will be
paired by topic. The content of each pair of sessions will consist of:
Session 1) General Review of Literature (usually Tuesdays)
- Brief introduction from the discussion topic facilitator (5-10 minutes), usually Dr. Flaten
- Oral presentation of a review paper by a student presenter or scientist (30 minutes)
- copies of the review papers will be duplicated and circulated to course participants at least one
week prior to the class during which the material will be discussed (see detailed instructions that
follow)
- student presentations will be evaluated for technical content and presentation technique (see
marking scheme attached)
- if a student presentation is not assigned to the topic, a general review paper from the literature will
be assigned and discussed in detail
- Discussion regarding the presentation and/or case studies or problems (30-60 minutes)
- in order to encourage adequate preparation for an informed discussion, all students (including the
student presenter) will complete a short exercise on the topic and submit that exercise at the end of
that topic session (see detailed instructions that follow).
Session 2) Discussion of Assigned Scientific Research Papers (usually Thursdays)
- Discussion of assigned readings of papers (75 minutes)
- required readings in refereed journals and other sources will be assigned for each topic
- all students are required to read the assigned papers carefully, complete the assigned reading
exercises and prepare for a series of oral questions on the assigned readings (see detailed
instructions that follow)
- Introduction of next week's topic, readings and expectations (5 minutes)
Evaluation and Marking Scheme
Attendance and participation in the discussion periods is compulsory. Students will be graded according
to the following:
Weekly assignments
First version of review paper
Oral presentation of review paper
Revised version of review paper
Participation in discussion
Late penalties

25%
30%
15%
15%
15%
25% for each 24 hour period

 Evaluative feedback will be given to students prior to the voluntary withdrawal deadline.
 There will be no examinations in the course
 Grammar, spelling and composition will be evaluated and considered as part of the grading criteria for
review papers and assignments.
 General grading scheme (subject to modification by instructor): 90-100 A+, 80-90 A, 75-80 B+, 7075 B, 65-70 C+, 60-65 C, 50-60 D, <50 F. Comments and grades will be provided on papers and
assignments.
Important Notice: Plagiarism or any other form of cheating in academic work is subject to serious
academic penalty including suspension or expulsion from the faculty or university. To plagiarize is to take
ideas or words of another person and pass them off as one’s own. Plagiarism applies to any written work,
in traditional or electronic format, as well as orally or verbally presented work. It is not necessary to state
the source of well known or easily verifiable facts, but students are expected to appropriately
acknowledge the sources of ideas and expressions they use in their written work, whether quoted directly
or paraphrased. This applies to images, diagrams, or statistical tables, as well as to written material, and
materials or information from Internet sources. To provide adequate and correct documentation is not
only an indication of academic honesty but is also a courtesy which enables the reader to consult these
sources with ease. Failure to provide appropriate citations constitutes plagiarism. When in doubt about
any practice, ask your advisor or professor and refer to the Student Advocacy website.
Suggested General References
Nitrogen in Agricultural Systems (Agronomy Monograph #49). 2008. J.S. Schepers and W.R. Raun, eds.
Soil Fertility and Fertilizers: An Introduction to Nutrient Management. 8th Edition (the 7th or 6th editions
are also good). 2014. J.L. Havlin, S.L. Tisdale, W.L. Nelson, and J.D. Beaton.
Availability of Instructor:
Students with questions or suggestions are welcome to “drop in” to the office (Room 307 Ellis Bldg.) at
their convenience. However, I frequently have other time commitments that are unpredictable.
Therefore, please call or send me an e-mail to set up an appointment.
Class Communication
Students are expected to establish and regularly access their official University email account, which is
the email address that will be used for communication about this course. For full details of the Electronic
Communication with Students please visit:
http://umanitoba.ca/admin/governance/media/Electronic_Communication_with_Students_Policy__2014_06_05.pdf
Cell Phones, Tablets and Laptops
Please help to maintain a classroom environment that is conducive to learning and be respectful to your
classmates and instructor. Turn your cell phone off for the class period; if you are expecting an
emergency call, please notify the instructor at the beginning of the class. If you are using a tablet or
laptop computer to take notes, please stay on task (ie. don’t check emails or surf the internet).
Recording of Lectures
Students are not permitted to record lectures without the permission of the instructor.
Course Materials Posted on UM Learn
Reference and reading materials will be posted on UM Learn. For more information about accessing UM
Learn, go to: http://intranet.umanitoba.ca/academic_support/catl/resources/359.html
Other Student Resources
For student resources, including student accessibility services, writing and learning support, library
information, academic advisory services, student advocacy, and policies regarding student discipline,
intellectual property and reporting sexual assaults, please see Schedule A posted on this course’s UM
Learn website.

Guidelines for Student Presentations
Written Review Papers
- students must meet with Dr. Flaten at least three weeks prior to their presentation to discuss their
proposed outlines and references
- focus on 20-30 key papers that illustrate contemporary knowledge in the topic
- papers should be 15 to 20 pages in length, excluding figures, tables and references (10% will be
deducted for every page over 20 pages), using an 11 point font and allowing a 1.5 line spacing to allow
readers to add comments
- provide an introduction, body and summary or conclusion for the paper, plus a complete list of
references. Most of the body for the paper should emphasize the fundamental processes in that topic
area; however, the practical implications for agronomic production and environmental protection should
also be addressed briefly.
- each student will be required to submit two versions of their review paper: the first version is presented
to the class; the second is a revised version, based on feedback received from the professor and
students.
- the first version of the review paper must be duplicated and distributed to all class participants the week
prior to the oral presentation
Oral Presentation of Review
- use standard practices for good oral presentations, with an obvious introduction, body and conclusion,
as indicated on the evaluation sheet attached

Guidelines for Assigned Reading Exercises
All students shall complete the following assignments. Assignments should be typed, single spaced, and
fit onto a single sheet. Hard copies of assignments are due at the end of each discussion period.
For review papers (student presenter's or assigned written review paper)
Compose three questions that could be asked to initiate discussion in the session. Ask “open-ended” or
“thinking-type” questions that focus on analysis, creativity, adaptation, or evaluation and which are not
easily answered by a simple yes, no, or memorized fact. Provide two or three sentences to explain why
you think those questions are important. The three questions should focus on the following three
perspectives:
a) Fundamental processes in that topic area, including effects of temporal and spatial variability
b) Practical implications for agricultural production
c) Practical implications for environmental protection or sustainability
For research papers
a) Identify the most important discovery or contribution to knowledge in each paper (ie. select only one
discovery or contribution). Briefly explain and justify (1 paragraph).
b) Identify the greatest weakness in each paper or the most important next logical step required to
expand knowledge in the area. Briefly explain and justify (1 paragraph).

Evaluation Form for Students' Oral Presentations
Student ________________________________________ Topic _____________________________
Category
Introduction (Tell them what you are going to
tell them): Introduce topic and title; include a
title overhead; grab the audience's attention;
attention-getting; lead into topic
Body of Speech (Tell them): speak
“extemporaneously” using guiding text on
transparencies; clearly indicate the logical
organization of your points and the links and
transitions from one section to another; use
appropriate figures and tables to illustrate your
points and to add interest

Rating

Comments
/10

/40

Conclusion (Tell them what you told them):
Summarize your ideas; end with an interesting
conclusion to make your presentation effective
and memorable

/10

Voice: Volume, clarity, variety, flow, speed,
enthusiasm

/10

Language: Appropriate to topic and audience

/10

Manner: Confidence; sincerity, enthusiasm;
gestures; posture; eye contact; facial expression

/10

Use of Audio-Visual Aids: Appropriate for
topic; clear and legible
TOTAL

Other Comments:

/10
/100

